Abstract:

Håstad, M., 1978, Matematikutbildningen från grundskola till teknisk högskola i går - i dag - i morgon. (Training in mathematics from grade school to technical university yesterday - today - tomorrow.) TRITA-EDU-016. Stockholm. A didactical analysis of some aspects of mathematics learning and teaching is made including the separation of the goals into subgoals, distinction between degrees of knowledge as to the way mathematics is used and the concept of potential of a mathematics education. A study is made of the development during the last decade of the mathematics teaching in Sweden including the introduction and declination of "New Mathematics", the consequences of the far-reaching restructuring of the school system and an analysis of which persons have the greatest influence on the development. The extent to which mathematics teaching has been reduced and the classes made more heterogeneous is measured. The mathematics teaching in higher technical education is analyzed based on interviews and questionnaires with students, teachers and examined engineers. Suggestions are given for future teaching.